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Chapter 1: The Scarecrow and the Fairy – Part a 

The sun rises in front of her; a warm white light hit Ann's face, 

shining brightly. On the driver's seat, Ann held the reins. From the 

hem of her cotton dress, she could feel the cold wind blowing. Even 

with clean lace covering the hem of her modest dress, she couldn't 

help but shiver slightly. 

As she took in a deep breath, she looked up at the sky. 

The rain from yesterday night seemed to shed some of the dust from 

the air. The autumn sky was clear. 

Today is the day for her departure. Clasping the reins with both 

hands, she looked ahead. 

The road was muddy; the wheels of the horse-driven carriage were 

piling up with mud. 

 

From now on, she would be on her own, and she would be walking 

this road alone.  Worry and nervousness spread throughout her thin 

body. 

 

But there is also a bit of hope that she feels in her chest. 

 

"Ann!  Wait, Ann!" 
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She heard a voice from behind. 

 

Behind the box-shaped carriage that Ann was riding, simple houses 

made of stone were strewn out. For the past half year, Ann had been 

indebted to Knoxberry, a village located in the northwest part of the 

Highland Kingdom. 

 

Ever since Ann was born, she, together with her mother, Emma, had 

lived by travelling. Therefore, Knoxberry village was the first that 

they stayed in the same place for six months. 

 

From that village, a tall golden-haired boy came over. He was the 

only son of a family who ran a candy crafting business in the village 

of Knoxberry. His name was Jonas. 

 

"Waah, this is bad!" 

 

Ducking her head, Ann whipped the horse, allowing the carriage to 

start moving. She then waved back. 

 

”Jonas! Thank you. Please take care!” 
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”Wait a moment, Ann! Wait! Do you hate me?!” 

 

”That's not it, so don't worry about it.” 

 

Returning with a loud voice, Jonas yelled out completely out of 

breath. 

 

”Then - then, please wait!” 

 

”Geez, I've already made up my mind. Goodbye!” 

 

The distance between the two quickly grew apart. When Jonas 

couldn't catch up, he paused. He looked towards her with a 

bewildered expression, as he gasped for breath. 

 

Ann gave a big wave back again, before looking forward once more. 

 

”Watch over me...Mama” 

 

Earlier that spring, the healthy and merry Emma, fell sick. 

 

And during that time, while staying at Knoxberry by chance, she 

became unable to move. 
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The villagers were kind to Ann and Emma, who were strangers to 

them. 

 

They stayed at the village while trying to cure Emma of her disease, 

and the villagers gave them a recommendation, to go to Jonas's 

house. The mother and daughter spent six months there, without 

having to pay any rent. It might be due to the fact that they were in 

the same business that the family helped them out. 

 

However, Emma never healed. She passed away half a month ago. 

 

”Find your own way of living, and walk on that path firmly. If it's 

you, you can definitely do it. You're a good child, so don't cry.” 

 

Those were…Emma's final words. 

 

The funeral arrangements, such as the burial in the country's church, 

went on. While doing necessary tasks, the grief that surfaced quickly 

slid by. Although Ann did feel sorrow, she was never able to cry out 

loud. 
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Emma is now…sleeping in the corner of the Knoxberry cemetery. 

And while thinking that, somehow her hazy heart was able to 

appease her thoughts. 

 

When she'd finished all the tasks, half a month had passed since 

Emma had died. At that exact time, Ann decided to depart. 

 

Three nights ago, Ann told the family she was indebted to that she 

will go out on a journey. 

 

“Ann, you can't go out on a journey alone. It's fine if you just stay in 

this village. And… that's right. Why don't you become my bride?” 

 

Jonas whispered, grasping the hand of Ann, who was determined to 

go on a journey. Brushing up strands of soft golden hair with a smile, 

he looked at Ann with glimmering eyes. 

 

“You've always been in my mind.” 

 

Ann and Jonas had spent six months living in the same house. But 

during that period, they had never talked intimately. It didn't even 

cross her mind that the other party would possibly court her. 
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Among Jonas's refined features, his blue eyes were exceptionally 

beautiful. It looked like an expensive glass imported from the south 

made for a king. 

 

So being stared at by those eyes, when they don't even know each 

other's likes and dislikes, puzzled her. 

 

It's not like being courted made her unhappy. But even then, Ann 

had already decided to go on her journey. 

 

She thought that if she informed Jonas of her departure, she might 

be held back from leaving.  So she decided to secretly leave the 

village early in the morning. However, as expected, Jonas followed 

her. 

 

“Marriage…” 

 

Absent-mindedly, she voiced it out. It was as if that word was 

completely unrelated to her. 

 

In the village, Jonas was popular with the ladies. 
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Of course, one of the reasons why he is so popular was because he 

was from a wealthy candy shop. 

 

Even though he was living in a rural area like Knoxberry, Jonas 

came from a well-known faction of candy craftsmen, and also a 

blood relative of the founder of the Radcliffe guild. 

 

It is a big possibility that he will be chosen as the next head of the 

Radcliffe guild. 

 

Before long, to prepare him for becoming the next head of the guild, 

Jonas would probably be going to the Imperial City, Lewiston, for 

his apprenticeship. 

 

That was the rumor circulating around the village. 

 

Speaking about the head of a candy guild faction, if he's lucky, he 

can even become a viscount. 

 

Jonas, for the girls of the village, was already the equivalent of a 

prince. 
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In comparison, Ann had a small build for a 15 year old. Being 

gangly and having light wheat colored hair, she was always called 

“Scarecrow”. 

 

And incidentally, her only property was a single tired horse and the 

old horse carriage.  

 

A wealthy blonde prince asking a poor scarecrow to marry him. It's 

like a dream. 

 

“Oh well. It's not like the prince seriously falls in love with the 

scarecrow anyway.” 

 

Ann muttered with a bitter smile, as she whipped the horse.  

 

Jonas was by nature a playboy; he was especially kind to girls. The 

only reason that a person like him would be inclined to ask her for 

marriage would be because he felt pity for her due to her 

circumstances. 

 

She wouldn't want to get married out of sympathy. A happily-ever-

after by marrying a prince - that kind of princess like fairytale, 

doesn't seem to be a life worth living. 
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It's not like she hated Jonas. But living a life with him didn't seem to 

have any charm. 

 

Experiencing everything by taking each step with her own two feet, 

that is the life she wants. 

 

Ann's father, having been caught up in the civil war, died soon after 

she was born. 

 

But Emma, as a single woman, raised Ann, and lived on. 

 

Furthermore, Emma became a Silver Sugar Master, an admirable 

occupation.  

 

Candy craftsmen are common anywhere in the country of Highland. 

But only those recognized as Silver Sugar Masters are the best, and 

in Highland only a few of them existed. 

 

Emma became a Silver Sugar Master at the age of twenty. 

 

The sugar candy made by a Silver Sugar master could be sold at a 

higher price compared to the candies made by an ordinary candy 
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craftsman. However, in towns and villages of the countryside, these 

expensive sugar candies don’t sell well. 

 

In the imperial city, Lewiston, there was a huge demand for these. 

But because famous silver sugar masters gathered there, it was very 

difficult place to compete in. 

 

Emma chose to journey throughout the kingdom, to find customers 

who needed sugar candies there. 

 

She liked the abysmally strong brightness that Emma possessed. 

 

The journey was harsh, but having earned it on your own - having 

walked on your own feet, made it enjoyable. 

 

If I can be a Silver Sugar Master like Mama, then it would be 

wonderful. 

 

For so long, that was what she idly thought. When Emma died, she 

finally decided on her future, and through the deep love and respect 

for her mother, determination bloomed inside Ann. 

 

I'll become a Silver Sugar Master. 
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But, becoming a Silver Sugar Master isn't an easy task. She knew 

that as well. 

 

Every year in Lewiston, the royal family hosted the sugar sculpture 

festival. To become a silver sugar master, it is necessary to 

participate and win the top-ranking royal medal. 

 

Emma participated in the fair when she was twenty years old, and 

was awarded the royal medal. And then she was given the right to 

call herself a Silver Sugar Master.  

 

Silver sugar candy is a candy made from purifying silver sugar from 

sugar apples. Apart from silver sugar, there is nothing that cannot 

make sugar candies. There is nothing more beautiful that the 

workmanship of candies using silver candies. 

 

Sugar candies can be used for weddings, funerals, coronations, 

coming-of-age, and other various ceremonies. 

 

It is said that without sugar candies, all kinds of ceremonies 

wouldn't be able to begin. 
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Silver sugar invites blessings, and expels misfortune. It is often 

called the "promise of sweet blessings", a holy food. 

 

Legends say that during the era when fairies still ruled over 

Highland, the fairy people consumed silver sugar to extend their 

lives. 

 

It was said that a mysterious energy, referred to as "Form”, dwelled 

within beautiful sugar candies made from silver sugar. 

 

Humans eat silver sugar and sugar candies, but of course, it doesn't 

extend their lives. 

 

But humans were also able to obtain the mysterious power that helps 

extend a fairy's life. 

 

In fact, when people have beautiful sugar candy and eat them, often, 

unexpected luck pours in. Without a doubt, the probability of good 

fortune coming along increases. 

 

That is what humans realized after a period of hundreds of years 

experiencing it. 
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It is because of that fact that the kingdom has strict regulations to 

qualify as a Silver Sugar Master. 

 

The nobility were always trying to get their hands on the holiest and 

most beautiful sugar candies in order to garner good fortune for 

them. It was even said that the fate of the country was determined 

based on the success of the sugar sculptures displayed at the Autumn 

festival, an event carried out in order to pray for the peace of the 

country. 

 

Just like in previous years, when autumn is about to end, a fair will 

be held in Lewiston. 

 

 And Ann planned on participating. 

 

Every year, only one person would be given the title of Silver Sugar 

Master. 

 

From what she heard, there are only twenty three Silver Sugar 

Masters in the country since Emma died. 

It wasn’t going to be easy. 
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But she had confidence. She didn't help a Silver Sugar Master for 15 

years for nothing. 

 

//TO BE CONTINUED… 

 

Note 1: Actually, our story continues with our friend and partner in 

crime Icarus Bride! Go to her site and check out the second part of 

chapter 1 and Merry Christmas!  

 

Note 2: We’re still looking for more translators to continue this 

wonderful story, so if you’re interested, please contact us in our site! 

 

 

 

http://icarusbride.blogspot.mx/

